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of the families of those diplomatic agents and/or consular 
officers referred to in section (i) shall enjoy privileges and 
immunities only insofar as these are granted to them by the 
Secretary of State for External Affairs." 

PART II 	ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS  

(a) 	Personnel of Missions  

1. Arrivals and Departures of Diplomatic and Consular  
Representatives  

All arrivals and departures of diplomatic and consular 
personnel shall be formally notified, by note from the diplomatic 
mission, without delay, to the Department of External Affairs. Notices 
of arrivals of foreign representatives should be accompanied by the 
following information: 

- residence address and telephone number; date of arrivai in 
Canada; biographical notes and a statement as to whether the 
appointee is an addition to the mission staff; if not, the 
name of his predecessor; and his rank in the order of 
precedence. Missions may submit at the same time an 
application for multiple entry"acceptances" and identity cards 
for the new appointee and members of his family (see below). 
Such applications, however, cannot be considered unless 
supported by an official notification setting out the 
above-mentioned information. 

Notification of departures should similarly be made to the 
Department within a week's time, indicating the exact date of departure 
from Ottawa and returning identity (and other) cards. 

N.B. 	Non-resident missions should note that this procedure 
(iî—well as the one for securing identity cards) should be 
followed for all personnel accredited to Canada. 

2. Identity Cards and Multiple Entry "Acceptances"  

Identity cards and multiple entry "acceptance" are issued by 
the Department of External Affairs to all career members of diplomatic 
missions and consular offices on application by the diplomatic mission 
of the country concerned. Cards and "acceptances" are also issued to 
the spouses of the above-described persons, to children over the age of 
16 living with their parents, and to members of their household staff. 

These may be obtained by completing, in duplicate the 
"Application for identity card and multi-entry "acceptance" forms which 
are available from the Protocol Division of External Affairs 
(photocopies are not acceptable). 


